
Seam Sealer:

Of course just about everything I do on the car is something I have never done before. Lots of web surfing,
reading articles and forums, and watching u-tube videos has to be the training before the actual event. I am
still in the process of this part of the project but I have learned quite a bit so far. First, in hind site, if money
was no object I probably would have gone with a two part seam sealer with one of those fancy mixing tube
applicators. Well, carrying out my very conservative monetary application procedure (cheap), I bought a can
of Eastwood brushable seam sealer off eBay.

The thing about it is that I do not plan to do very many restorations during whatever life span the good Lord
allows me. I do not want to purchase a bunch of equipment that is going to get used once in my lifetime.
Carl Purdy has been very kind to me by loaning me tools and equipment that he has accumulated during his
lifetime of rebuilding cars and working at American Airlines. Many of these pictures are of the car on a
rotisserie that John Kimbrough loaned me a couple of years ago. I did not know at the time that it was going
to be such a long borrowing period.





The seam sealer in the trunk area and the area between the drip railing and body was loose and coming out.



A box blade with a shingle hook did a very nice and quick job of digging the old seam sealer out.



The area was sanded, masked off and sprayed with epoxy primer.





Then the fun began!! Once again; and you will hear these words many times; in hindsight, I should have
re-masked the area before I ever opened that can of seam sealer. I had my little 3/8 inch acid flux brush
ready. The first thing I did was scoop a glob of it into a shallow tray with a putty knife. That is when I found
out that it was about twice as thick as roofing tar and three times stickier!! I had a terrible time getting the
putty knife off my nitrile gloves and that’s when the first pair got pealed off and put in the trash. The little
brush was soon pretty well stuck to the glove and so that glove hit the trash. I had seam sealer in the cracks
and about an inch each side of the cracks.













From the pictures I had taken of my project car as well a look inside the parts car’s trunk I realized the seam
sealer should not be anywhere but in the seams themselves. I did not care about under the carpet and other
unseen areas. Using my trusty, but pretty well worn out angle grinder, and a stripping pad; the seam sealer
was stripped off. It ended up looking pretty good when everything was said and done. I still have to do more
seam sealing but I found out on a forum post that the wax and grease remover allows the nitrile gloves to
slide over the seam sealer effortlessly. I tried it to on a small area of the drip rail and it really works. So next
time I will spray my gloves with wax & grease remover before handling the stuff.

In defense of the Eastwood product I will disclose that I had the can sitting in my closet for over a year.
Since I bought it on eBay, it may have sat on someone else’s shelf for no telling how long. A fresh can may
handle entirely different than the one I had. I know how to work with what I have now however so the next
round of seam sealing will go better.

The body seam!!



Under the rear window where the body and rear inner fender join there is a seam. It is only about an inch
long. Above is a picture of it on the parts car. I looked at that seam and thought to myself, I want to eliminate
that thing by filling it in. I should have re-thought the whole thing. I should have run a straight edge between
the two panels to see if they lined up nicely. They looked pretty well lined up to me.





In the history of mankind there has never been more hours put into trying to hide 2 inches of seam than I
took on these. These pictures are of the early stages of the ordeal. It included some ball peening and several
rounds of block sanding with a round dura-block. I still think the areas are going to be noticeable after
painting.

Mig welder:

My mom had given me dad’s HF $99 flux mig welder after he passed. I was over visiting my neighbor one
evening and lamenting the fact that I did not own a gas mig welder. He said he had one but he had grown so
used to using the cheap HF flux welder before getting it that he could not weld worth a hoot with the gas
unit. He sold it to me very economically. I bought a 40 gallon bottle of 25% argon and was ready to weld
like the pros. NOT!!





I watched hours of utube, read volumes of how-too forums and books. I had some 16 gauge material to
practice on. I found out that the leads were supposed to be hooked up a certain way for gas and the other way
for flux wire. The welds on the right of the picture were with them reversed and the ones on the left were
corrected. I think that may be why the neighbor was having some problems with the welder? Up to this point
I had hired the welding on the car out to one of the volunteer firefighters who does it for a living. That was a
smart move.



  



I bought a welding stand and set everything up.

The welding itself:

I knew I had one thing on the car I needed to weld and now I had a welder to do it with.



At the back of the car there are two hooks (I will call then bow stays) that keep the rear headliner bow from
pulling forward when the headliner is stretched toward the front of the car. My car did not have one.



The parts car had both so I cut one out as a donor part.





OK, the plan was to plug weld the bow stay to the body panel.



Now the plan was to practice a couple of plug welds. Drilled the same size holes in a 16 gauge piece of
metal and welded another piece to it. No problem!!



Oops!! This was not going according to plan.



I ground everything down to bare metal at least a little bit better.



I nailed that right hole pretty good!! The locking needle nose were moved to the other side.



It is not pretty welding but the pieces are stuck together. I flipped it a couple of times with my finger and
pulled pretty hard on it. I am going to pretty upset if it pulls apart when the headliner is being installed.
Which do you think I am; a retired welder or accountant? No, you do not get another chance. The weld was
prettied up a little and sprayed with epoxy primer.

I think this is a good breaking point for this email.

Charlie D.


